Publishing

Publishing in AJHP

AJHP now has a Web-based system for the submission and peer review of manuscripts. Authors should use this system to submit and track their new manuscripts. Persons (including current reviewers) interested in serving as peer reviewers should use the same link. To learn more about Publishing in AJHP, visit the http://www.ajhp.org website.

Book and Electronic Publishing

ASHP often combines forces with organizations that offer complementary expertise, in order to create more powerful and in-depth publications with broader benefits to users. When there is a mutual interest and an opportunity to develop unique, progressive content, ASHP partners with independent authors and medical publishers to bring the idea to fruition. The end result: Improved content, a more comprehensive and credible product, and increased market penetration. If you or your organization are interested in collaboratively publishing materials with ASHP, please contact Jack Bruggeman at (301) 664-8741, or via e-mail at jbruggeman@ashp.org.

Co-marketing Arrangements

If you are a health care organization interested in marketing an ASHP product or service, please contact us to explore an opportunity. If you're an author or publisher of educational resources, drug information references, or related materials for pharmacists and technicians, ASHP may be interested in co-marketing your product. We evaluate and structure co-marketing agreements on an individualized basis. If you think your product or service would be of interest to our membership, let's talk! For more information on co-marketing arrangements with ASHP, please call (301) 664-8708, or e-mail marketing@ashp.org.